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                                Folly island S.C.
                                          Oct 9t 1863
Dear Phil,
                  I write this letter in the hope
that I may find someone going north in
the Arago who will take it for me. Your 
letter of the 25 reached me day before
yesterday. The boxes I am sorry to say
havent got here yet though I look for them
every day: there has been some delay at
Hilton Hd.
                   You must wonder, when you
read my letters & learn how monotonous
our life is, how we manage to keep away
the blues. It would be difficult to explain
I certainly never fought more vigorously
& although not always conqueror yet
have as “good spirits” as most of the people
here. Reading is, of course, a standard
resort. A book however bad is still a
companion. If I were anywhere but here
I should be ashamed to acknowledge
any familiarity with the shabby
literature that forms a Selters[?] stock in
trade, but you will see that one must
tire of “Tactics” & get weary, after a while 
of the “Army Regulations.”  These and a
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a host of “manuals” I have faithfully
read & reread. but for the blues give
me Ned Buntline & Ingraham & Cobb
et id omnes genus. Once or twice I have
found a treasure such as “What will he 
do with it” & “Pelham” The first I read
almost under the fire of rebel artillery
while our great guns were battering down
Fort Sumter. “ Pelham” I finished just
now.
           Then besides these friendly books
occasionally one hears a joke or a good
story which must be laughed at, retailed 
to every body else and then forgotten for
a while. Such was one I heard the
other day, a fact too, you may use
your judgement about telling it to the
ladies. An officer of a New York regiment
in our Division put in an application 
for a leave of absence. He then went to
the tent of the commanding general 
to urge his claim, he said he came into
the army as a private and had won
his way to a commission and hadnt
had a furlough for 28 months. He said
his wife had had one baby while he 
had been away & now she was going to
have another & he would be d––d if
he could stand it. he wanted to go home.
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It is needless to say that he got his leave
Indeed what reward could be too great
for such a patriot who patiently serving
his country in the field still manages
to keep up a steady supply of recruits 
at home.
                      I can fancy you now
strolling about New York & looking at
all the novelties of that American Babylon
I wouldn’t ask for better amusement
than to spend a day with you. Tonight
for instance we would go to Wallacks &
then take the ladies up to Delmonicos &
have a supper. I dare not trust my
imagination with arranging the menu.
                 It is almost 6 months since I
was at home. How I should like a week
of uninterrupted home life now. I hope
your influence or my good luck will
get that before long. If I could only
be at the Thanksgiving dinner but Pshaw
it is idle to talk of such things if there is
any truth in rumors we may be with
Rosecranz by that time. I wish Gen Dix
would take me on his staff for the winter.
if Father was a New York politician I have 
no doubt he could accomplish it. But
I will drop such fallacious “ifs”  I have
no doubt you will do what is best.
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I really wish I could give you some
news from this Department. You might
as well expect to get interesting letters
from Saco beach. We look to the North
for news. I feel confident that Rosecranz
will give the reporters something to do
before long. You have never given me
your deliberate opinion on foreign affairs
yet. I look with considerable anxiety to
the rebels over the water. Is it possible 
that England will be frightened into
friendship.
                      Give my particular love
to your family one and all. I expect
the children have changed mightily in
the last half year. Remember me too to
all the rest of the family & to those 
friends who are kind enough to speak
of me.
                    Your aff. brother
                                 Jack
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